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Outfit Outdoor Fitness Equipment Ltd 

Outfit’s outdoor fitness equipment is suitable for installation on a wide range of surfaces including grass, concrete,                
tarmacadam or  with soft surfaces such as WetPour; astro-turf, rubber matting etc.  In order to facilitate the proper installation 
and anchorage of the machines and get the best possible usage, the following recommendations should be taken into account. 
 
1.  Please allow a minimum area of 4.5m2 - 3m x 1.5m (6m2 for Accessible equipment) - per machine (2 stations) when 

 machines are sited individually around a walk/pathway, beachfront, boardwalk etc.  Each pad should be spaced at 
 least 3m apart. 

2.  Allow a minimum of 10m2 per machine (2 stations) when machines are grouped together (Gym style). The     
 space between machines will also require hardwearing surfacing - artificial grass/tarmac/gravel. 

3. Ensure anchor platforms (concrete bases/pads or cubes) (A & B below) are level in all directions and finish flush 
 with surrounding ground/pathways. 
4. Ensure there are no drainpipes/cables/water mains/sewers etc. in the near vicinity of the installation. 
5. Avoid locations underneath overhead power lines, large trees or other potentially hazardous structures. 
6. Where possible, consider shelter from wind/rain and avoid facing machines into direct sunlight. 
7.  Take into account access, parking, monitoring, lighting, security, wheelchair access, toilet facilities etc.   
8.  Installation cubes (A) or pads (B) must comply with dimensions below, and finish level with surrounding ground. 
9. Concrete should be minimum 30 neuton and left to cure for at least 7 days prior to installing equipment. 
10.  Machines are anchored using embedded anchor cages or other appropriate fixings supplied. 
11.  Finished concrete surface to be brushed or napped  to increase foot grip (not power-floated). 
12.  Follow all site/job specific construction/installation instructions & drawings supplied by Outfit. 
13.  Adult outdoor gyms are for use by over 14’s only and cannot be located along with children’s play equipment.  If sited 

 adjacent to playground, measures must be taken to deter/prevent use by children. 
14.  All outdoor fitness equipment must comply with European standards EN16630.  It is illegal to import/sell or install any 

 equipment which is not in compliance.  The facility provider must also ensure that all equipment complies with the 
 regulations.  All outdoor fitness equipment supplied by Outfit is certified to EN16630. 
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OUTDOOR GYM SITE SELECTION & PREPARATION 
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